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Notes to Catalogue 117
It has been 5 months since I did one of these NEW ACQUISITIONS catalogues and I constantly get 
requests for such offereings, so here is another. This catalogue is full of Churchill material you won’t find 
elsewhere or will have to pay big money.

To start,  items 1-14 present a selection of books and pamphlets with Churchill contributions, previously 
unknown, but now identified in the Cohen bibliography. Items 21-41 are magazines with Churchill con-
tributions or cover photos, including several elusive issues of  TIME and  NEWSWEEK.  Items 92-98 
are author signed copies of books about Churchill
You will also find some scarce earlb postcards, several medals,  a big 1940’s decorated tin, and anoter pair 
of the official funeral publications that were so popular in the last catalogue.

We have no plans to stop making paper catalogues. The following are planned for the remainder of 2006:

 1. Fine First Editions- This will be released at the Churchill Centre Conference in Chicago at  
 the end of September. There will be a nice selection of old sutjackets, but the highlight is a   
first edition (in English) that has never appeared in any book dealers catalogue in the past 20 years.

 2. Holiday Gift Catalogue- ready in October

Recent catalogues:

Catalogue 116  PROOF COPIES, about 50% sold, copies still available
Catalogue 115  Top 100 books about Churchill, I am trying to keep all 100 in stock, but 5-10 are 
temporarily out of stock

Orders can be placed by phone, email, or post. Email and phone are best as they still get through even 
if I am away. Please note new email address. Do not send payment with order, as availability needs to be 
confirmed.  We will be driving along Route 66 to Chicago 24th Septemder-3 October

 Shipping is free to USA  for all orders over $50.00

Payment can be by check in dollars, Sterling cheque, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card orders, 
please provide card number, expiry date. , and the three extra digits on the back by the signature. Credit 
card details can also be sent securely vis www.wscbooks.com. Just place an order for any book and send 
the details via the secure server, then just tell me what you really want.

 Your satisfaction is important. Any item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.

www.wscbooks.com
•  2500+ books by or about Churchill, all with picture
•   previous paper catalogues to download
•   secure online ordering
•   New Guide to books by Churchill
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1 The War Against the Dutch Republics

Ogden, H.J. . Manchester, National Reform Union, 1901.
A pro-Boer publication, mainly extracts from books,
newspapers, and speeches. Includes 4 Churchill
contributions, all of them first appearances. This is B1 in
the Cohen bibliography. Bound in red printed paper
covered boards, 344 pages, detailed index.  This copy
appears to be in original binding, with some wear and
fading, contents clean.  $250.00

  

2 Harry Butters RFA

O'Sullivan, Mrs. Denis. NY, John Lane, 1918. The Life
and Letters of Harry Butters, An American citizen serving
in the Royal Field Artillery. The brief record of a
California boy who gave his life for England. Publishes a
letter from Col. Churchill, who had met him near
Ploegsteert. This B19 in Cohen.  This copy firm, spine
dull, owner inscription on endpaper. $60.00

  

3 Literary Treasures of 1926

. Hearst's International (1927). This book publishes
Churchill's article The Tiger and The Bulldog, which had
appeared in Cosmopolitan. Listed as B35 in the Cohen
bibliography.  Bound in dark red leather on thin covers,
this copy has wear along edges and on spine. $48.00

  

4 Selected Articles on War-Cause and Cure

Johnsen, Julia E. . NY, H.W. Wilson, 1925. . This 350
page book includes Churchill's essay- Shall we Commit
Suicide? on p. 101. This is B32 in Cohen.  Book is clean
and unworn with bright gilt. Scarce old dustwrapper has
wear and pieces gone. $36.00

  

5 Churchill contribution in scarce 1919 book
The Great War 1914-1918

. Belfast, W&G Baird, 1919. Ulster Greets her Brave and
faithful Sons and Remembers her Glorious Dead. 125
pages in paper covers. Detailed stories, some photos,
tributes, etc. Churchill's tribute to the 36th Division is on
the final page. This is B19 in the new Cohen
bibliography.  Covers grubby, staples rusty, spine dented.
Hardly a pristine copy, but the only one I have seen. No
copies online at any price. $125.00

  

6 The Grand Fleet Goes to Sea in
AMERICA vol XI

. Chicago, VFW, 1925. This Churchill contribution is a
15 page extract from The World Crisis. It appears in Vol
XI (1914-1916) in a series published by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars on Great Crises in Our History. This is
B30/1 in Cohen. Book clean and tight, gilt dull, no dj.
$40.00

  

7 Laying of the Foundation Stone

. London, HMSO, 1948. title continues: of the New
Chamber of the House of Commons by the Speaker, 26th
May 1948. A large book 10 x 14.5 inches, printed in green
and black with very large type. Publishes Churchill's
speech on the occasion. This is D132 in Cohen. This copy
bound in green cloth, gilt stamped, photos bound in,
contents clean, but rear cover has a large condensation
stain. I also have ex-lib copy, ask for details.  $90.00

  

8 England is Here, selections from Speeches
and writings of Prime Ministers

Churchill, Winston S.. London, John Lane, 1943. This
256 page book's final chapter is 14 pages of Churchill
speech extracts and a selection from The River war. This is
D100 in Cohen, not in Woods. VG gilt bright, no dj.
$35.00

  

9 Churchill contribution: The Life and
Death of a Pay Packet

. London, Conservative Party, 1949. This 8 page political
leaflet talks about how costs have risen under the Socialists.
The last page publishes Churchill's statement on The
Right Road for Britain. This B112 in Cohen. scarce. has
been folded, staples rusted out. $60.00

  

10 Churchill letter in 1926 pamphlet French
War Debt

. London, HMSO, 1926. . Agreement for the settlement
of the war debt of France to Great Britain, with an
exchange of letters between the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and the French Minister of Finance. 8 pages,
filing hole and serial number, faint round stamp. Cohen
F30. scarce.  $35.00

  

1
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11 Churchill article in Peace is a Process

. Chicago, Rotary Intl., 1944. A collection of articles
originally published in The Rotarian Magazine. Includes
Churchill contiibution -Aviation: Man's Bane or Boom.
128 pages in card covers This is B93 in Cohen. This copy
near fine in original soft covers. $60.00

  

12 Statement showing the present and new
rates of pay for the Royal navy and Royal

. London, HMSO, 1912. This 10 page government report
is foolscap size, bound with string. The introduction is by
the First Lord, W.S.C. and so this is a new find in Cohen
and listed as B11. scarce.  $125.00

  

13 Across with the Ad-Men

The Buckeye Cover man (Carl Richard Greer). Hamilton
OH, Beckett Paper Co., 1924. The book tells the story of
the International Advertising Convention in London,
1924. It publishes Churchill's speech at the main
conference hall on 17 July, 1924. This is D48 in Cohen.
Bound in decorated paper cover boards with a cloth spine
and paper label on spine. Some general wear ad a slight
wear to the spine label, overall look is dull.  $45.00

  

14 Our New Order or Hitler's?

Bottome, Phyllis. Penguin Books, 1945. This paperback
publishes extracts from various speeches regarding post-war
objectives. The first is Churchill's speech Objectives after
the War. This is D99 in the Cohen bibliography.   $16.00

  

15 1942 pamphlet with Churchiull and FDR
speeches

. . Publishes Churchill's Dec. 26, 1941 speech to Congress
and Roosevelt's State of the Nation message of Jan. 6, 1942.
16 pages, 8 x 10 inches. Cohen A165/1, not in Woods.
Very scarce. This copy in poor condition, insect or mildew
damage coming from the back, some minor loss at edges of
text columns. $75.00

  

16 Winston Churchill Honorary Citizen of
the USA

Churchill, Winston S.. Worcester Ma, Ochille St. Onge,
1963. A miniature book in full red leather gilt stamped on
cover. About 1.5 x 2.5 inches. 32 pages, includes JFK’s
speech at presentation and Churchill’s response, which was
read out by his son Randolph. Fine undamaged copy.
$100.00

  

17 Fine binding of John Philipot’s Roll

. London, Bell & Sons, 1956. This book is known to
Churchill collectors as Woods B54, as it contains a
foreword by Churchill. This copy is finely bound in full
leather with precision insets in red and blue leather in the
front cover. This is an expensive process, and so this may
have been a presentation copy from the publishers.  Tight
and unworn, sunned on spine and adjacent areas of covers.
$250.00

  

18 An Address by the Rt. Hon. Winston S.
Churchill

Churchill, Winston S.. Stamford, Overbrooks Press,
1942. This publishes Churchill’s speech of December 26,
1941, the well known “What kind of a people do they
think we are?” speech.  A limited edition of 1000 bound in
hardcovers with dark red paper boards and a cream title
label printed in two colours. A deluxe production from a
fine press with some two colour printing. 6 x 9 inches.
Book is bright, unworn. The hinges tend to crack when
opened, like most copies of this. Contents fine. $150.00

  

19 War Speeches 1940-1945

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1946. The first
collected edition of the War Speeches, published as a
paperback only in 1946. It is believed that most copies were
exported. 5.5 x 8.5 inches in pale blue paper wraps with
turn in flaps like a dj over plain paper covers, 271 pages, on
cheap pulpy paper which is usually browned.  This copy
has edgeworn covers and the front cover has two holes as
shown. The spine has lost about 12 mm at each end. Best
price in years for this title.  $250.00

  

20 WW2 air drop leaflet in French

. . Leaflet is 4 pages 8.5 x 5.5 inches, printed in two
colours on front page. The text is Churchill's speech at the
Guildhall on 1o Nov. 1941. See Woods alpha 28a on p.
371. Leaflet is grubby and folded, some small tears.  $40.00
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21 Newsweek, The Cover that Never Was

. . Here is a very special cover. First we have the 1
February 1965 issue with Churchill photo and “Churchill
1874-1965”. Alongside this issue ia detached cover dated
the previous week with same image, together with a letter
from Newsweek executive explaining how this cover was
prepared in anticipation of Churchill’s death, but then
replaced.  250,000 copies had been printed, but “nearly
all...have already been destroyed”. A very interesting
artifact.  $75.00

  

22 Churchill article in 1901 Windsor
Magazine

. . This is volume XIV bound in the publishers decorated
olive green cloth binding. June-Nov. 1901, which includes
an article “Lord Roberts” by Churchill, in the July issue,
15 pages, 8 illustrations. Woods C25.  $45.00

  

23 Churchill article on Eden in STRAND
August 1939

. . Here is the August 1939 issue of Strand magazine, just
before the war began. Churchill writes a brilliant character
study of Anthony Eden, whose picture is featured on the
cover. Complete issue with ads and covers, some of the
usual edge wear. Woods C430.   $80.00

  

24 Churchill essay in Sept. 1931
Cosmopolitan

. . In this September 1931 issue of Cosmopolitan, is an
article by Churchill “G.B.S.- Sage or Clown?”, a single
page essay. Cover art by Harrison Fisher. Complete issue
with ads still there. Usual edge wear.  $70.00

  

25 Churchill on the cover of Newsweek
October 26, 1953

. . The caption reads Churchill: The old man is in a hurry.
This refers to his meeting with Eisenhower, and his desire
to craft a lasting peace in the cold war era.  $25.00

  

26 Churchill article in Collier's 29 December
1934

. . Churchill wrote regularly for Collier's in the 1930's.
This issue has a 3 page article by Churchill "While the
World Watches" in which he analyzes the importance of
FDR's New Deal policies. Woods C252  $40.00

  

27 Churchill article in COLLIER'S for JUne
17, 1939

. . This issue of Collier's from the summer of '39 includes a
3 page article by Churchill "Bombs don't Scare us Now."
Colourful cover by Jay Hyde Barnum. A new Plymouth is
advertised at $645.00, includes bumpers. Cover has usual
edge wear.  $35.00

  

28 Painting as Pastime in STRAND
1921-22

. . Here is the true first appearance of Painting as a Pastime
in the Dec 1921 and Jan 1922 issues, in two bound volumes
covering July 21- June 22. These articles are in colour,
which was very unusual for Strand in this era. Bound in
the original publishers blue cloth decorated in black and
gilt . Bindings are loose and worn, These old Strand's are
highly sought as they also have stories by Conan Doyle,
Wodehouse, sapper, etc.  $200.00

  

29 Churchill on cover of TIME 5 November,
1951

. . Having won the General Election, Time places the new
PM on its cover.  $24.00

  

30 Churchill on Cover of Time's last issue
before the war in Sept. 1939

. . This issue dated 4th September, 1939, but was composed
a few days earlier and the war is imminent, but not started.
How prescient of them to feature Churchill on the cover.
$30.00
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31 Churchill on Cover Everybodys 27 Nov
1954

. . The British magazine EVERYBODY'S is a large
format 10.5 x 13.5 inch  weekly news magazine, best
described as a LIFE wannabee. This issue celebrates
Churchill's 80th birthday with an article and cover
portrait.  $20.00

  

32 Churchill on Cover LIFE 10 May 1948

. . This issue of LIFE magazine commences the
serialisation of The Second World War. It is perhaps the
most attractive of LIFE Churchill covers as it features a
color portrait of Churchill by Douglas Chandor. This is
the international edition, priced at 1s6d.  $15.00

  

33 Churchill article in Cosmopolitan June
1924

. . This lovely vintage Cosmo has a Harrison Fisher cover
and includes a 3 page article by Churchill: Adventure in
the Air. see Woods C104.  Complete issue with both
covers and the ads. Edgewear and a stain on front. $75.00

  

34 Churchill article in Russian propaganda
magazine

Churchill, Winston S.. . SPUTNIK DIGEST Jan 67,
published in Moscow by Novosti Press Agency. This issue
has an article “A Russian Looks at Winston Churchill” by
Vladimir Trukhanovsky, condensed from his book.  Just
try and find this in your local bookshop. VG condition.
$25.00

  

35 2 Page ad for Hallmark Cards 1953

. . This 2 page spread from Life magazine advertises the
famous artists appearing on hallmark cards, including a
picture and blurb about Churchill.  $15.00

  

36 If Lee had not Won by Churchill in 1930
magazine

. . In the December 1930 issue of SCRIBNER’S  magazine
is an article “If Lee Had not Won the Battle of
Gettysburg” by Churchill. 9 pages. One of a series of “IF”
articles by leading writers, later published together in book
form. magazine in superb condition as it has been "bound"
into a folder by a library, last checked out in 1942. Ad
pages and covers all present.  Woods C160  $48.00

  

37 Churchill's Wartime speeches on 2
cassettes

Churchill, Winston S.. . Produced by Argo, in England,
no date but c. 1980's. Total of 2.5 hours on 4 sides, lots of
the best speeches 1939-45. In original clear plastic
container, no signs of usage.  $12.00

  

38 Proceedings for the Eighieth Birthday
Presentation 1954

. London, The Times, 1954. This special publication
records the presentation of gifts to Churchill on 30 Nov.,
1954 including the Sutherland portrait and the
commemorative book. 8 pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, string
bound, 3 photos, in grey card covers. Curt Zoller declined
to include this in his bibliography.  This copy has some
sunning on the front cover.  $60.00

  

39 Giniger Portfolio for Part II of Biography

anon.. London , Xerox, 1967. This is a collection of
reproductions of documents relevant to the 1901-1914
period of Churchill’s life. This is similar to the better
known jackdaw portfolio, but far scarcer. Contains 20
documents. Not in Zoller. Fine copy. $50.00

  

40 Churchill speaks at MIT 1949

. . The M.I.T. Convocation on The Social Implications of
Scientific Progress at the Mid-Century Point. This
meeting of the minds at the no. 1 Shrine of Science
produced a large book on its discussions ( ask if wanted).
Here is the 6 page fold out programme, featuring the two
principal speakers: Churchill and Pres. Truman. Churchill
spoke at the Boston Garden to an overflow crowd. Clean
unworn copy.   $75.00
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41  Review copy of Churchill as Historian

Ashley, Maurice. Scribners, New York, 1968. A first
hand account of how Churchill “wrote” history by his
literary assistant from back in the 30’s when they did
Marlborough. A must for anyone interested in Churchill
as a writer. A nice production, 246 pages, index, with
colour endpapers that show markups of galley proofs on
HESP. Only difference from the English version is the
orange and black dj. Very fine copy in extra bright
unclipped, no wear dustwrapper. This is a review copy with
review slip and promotional leaflet. $75.00

  

42 Caricatures by "Quiz" 1920's

. . An interesting album of caricatures by the artist Quiz,
from The Saturday Review.  Quiz was the pen name of
Powys Evans (1899-1981). Produced in the 1920's, it is
about  10 x 15 inches, consists of scrapbook style brown
leaves with the caricatures printed on white stock tipped on.
Churchill is included along with many other politicians
and notables of the day, a total of 48. The front board is
blocked in gold with title.  The bottom of the spine is
bumped, and there are some marks on the cover. very scarce
item. $150.00

  

43 Vintage Christmas card signed by
Clementine

. . This old card shows Victoria and Albert on the ice.
Signed in blue ink "with love from Clementine S.C." This
is undated, but clearly pre-war.  $50.00

  

44 Complet set of 50 tobacco cards from
1920's

. . Here is a full set of all 50 cards from the series "Notable
M.P.'s" issued by Carreras in the late 1920's. card no. 2
features Churchill at the podium. All his friends are here-
Stanley, a Pair of Chamberlains, Leo Amery, DG, Ms.
Astor, etc. All cards clean fine copies, supplied in 5 plastic
holders. Get all 50 for less than you could pay for just the
Churchill card.  $75.00

  

45 Vejez y Gloria de Churchill

. Mexico, 1965. This Mexican comic book style biography
tells the story of Churchill's life in picture strip style with
all captions in Spanish. Approved for educational use. 32
pages, photo on front cover. Not in Zoller.   $20.00

  

46 Leaflet announcing English-speaking
peoples in 1956

. . This 4 page leaflet from Cassell is printed in red and
black. It announces the four volume series and solicits
orders for the first volume, due on 23 April 1956. The
leaflet states that it is the same size as the pages of the book.
Leaflet has been folded and has a few spots.  $25.00

  

47 Shirer's copy of The Men Around
Churchill

Kraus, René. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1941. Not strictly
about Churchill, this book is a series of essays on the men
Churchill worked with- Eden, the Labour leaders,
generals, and the King. Attractive binding in bright red
with gilt titles on a blue panel. 339 pages. Blue and gold dj.
Tight unworn copy in bright dj, wear at creases and spine
ends. William L.  Shirer's copy, with his stamp on
endpaper.  $25.00

  

48 Winston Churchill 2 vol biography in
German

Broad, Lewis. Zürich, Europa, 1943-46. Here is Broad's
well known biography translated into German and
published in Switzerland. Vol. II covers 1939-45. Bound
in linen cloth with colourful dustwrappers. A clean tight
unworn set in  dustwrappers  with some edge wear and
small chips. $35.00

  

49 The Truth About the Churchill-Stalin
Controversy

Henderson, H.W.. self published, c. 1946. This 24 page
booklet in paper covers seems very anti-communist and
anti-Labour Party. Discusses Churchill's Fulton speech
and also his speech in New York on 15th march, 1946.
Scarce. VG cond, vertical crease on cover. $17.00

  

50 1939 book about Churchill in Portuguese

             . Lisbon, Amanha, nd (1939). Subtitled Figuras
da Actualidade. This 32 page book in softcovers talks about
Churchill as First Lord of the Admiralty. It includes a fold
out in the middle in blue showing a spread of Royal Navy
ships. Colourful cover in red, blue and black. This title not
listed in Zoller or anywhere else I can find.   $50.00
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51 Winston Churchill: His Life as a Painter,
Family inscription

Soames, Mary. London, Collins, 1990. Delightful book by
his daughter about how Churchill took up painting and
how he worked at it. Many illustrations in colour. 9.5 x 11
ins, 224 pages. £25.00 when new. This copy inscribed to
Catherine & Julian (Sandys) from Winston & Minnie
(Churchill) Christmas 1990.  $35.00

  

52 “JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War
Celebrities

. . The “JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War Celebrities,
containing 16 mounted photogravure portraits, with
biographical notes. Published 1914. The portraits are 5 x
7.5 ins, tipped onto A4 size sheets of dark brown card. The
final portrait is the young First Lord of the Admiralty. All
in a brown portfolio, printed orange with photo King
George V on front. Authentic early ephemera. scarce. I
have offered this before and it always sells. VG, some
wrinkle to the folder. $75.00

  

53 The River War (An Historical Account of
the Reconquest of the Sudan)

Churchill, Winston S.. Longmans Green & Co.,
London, 1902. Second edition, abridged into a single
volume. This edition has 22 maps, of which 14 are
coloured in 3 colours. Bound in medium red cloth, blocked
gilt with same images of a gunboat and the Mahdi’s Tomb
as the first edition, resulting in a highly attractive book.
381 pages, index, appendices. Scarcer than first edition,
only 1000 copies issued.  Original cloth has numerous
stains and has a rubbed vertical strip on  the spine.
Original endpapers still there, contents clean, binding
firm. $950.00

  

54 Bookends made from bombed House of
Commons

. . After the bombing of the House of Commons in 1941,
there were a series of items made from the blasted stone, the
best known probably bookends such as these. Each is 6
inches high, with a cast lead emblem, one of Churchill.
The pair weighs 9 pounds. Both seem in good order, but
that is relative, as these are effectively made from rubble.
$375.00

  

55 Biscuit tin with Churchill portrait and
quotes.

. . This tin box is 5.5 x 8.25 ins x 2 ins deep. The lid has a
Karsh colour portrait, and the sides have well known
quotations. These always sell quickly as they make ideal
storage for you small collectables such as postcards.  $24.00

  

56 Jerusalem Illustrated History Atlas by
Martin Gilbert

. . Here is a very scarce title from Martin Gilbert. It was
published in 1977 by Steimatsky's Agency in Tel-Aviv.
128 pages in card covers. Lots of superb maps and photos.
Crisp copy.   $24.00

  

57 Planning Victory, The Quebec
Conference 1943.

. . An illustrated report on the Quebec Conference,
published by the National Film Board of Canada, 9 x 12
inches, 48 pages on glossy paper. Lots of photos of
Winston, Clementine, Mary, FDR, other leaders. Those
who attended last years Churchill conference will recognize
many of the locations.  Clean unworn copy. $75.00

  

58 The River War (An Historical Account of
the Reconquest of the Sudan)

Churchill, Winston S.. Eyre & Spottiswoode, London,
1933, 2nd printing.  Bound in lilac cloth,, blocked in black
on the spine only. 381 pages, index, appendices. This
edition adds a new introduction from Churchill.  Book is
very clean with white even page edges, front hinge cracked.
Includes a partial example of the very scarce original
dustwrapper, lacking about 25% of the front cover as shown
in photo.  rear cover missing only a small sliver along top
edge. A photocopy of a complete copy can be supplied if
requested.  $350.00

  

59 Wartime Churchill trinket box

. . This ceramic box with lid features a transfer portrait of
Churchill on the lid. Size 3.5 x 2.5 2 inches, made by
Newhall, Staffs. See Hall p. 157 Clean, undamaged.
$52.00

  

60 Full deck of 1955 Churchill playing cards

. . The annual deck issued by The Worshipful Company of
Makers of Playing Cards for 1955, to commemorate
Churchill's retirement as PM. These special decks are
collectible in their own right. This was issued in blue or
red. Shown in Hall p. 102. Full deck of 52 plus joker,
lightly used, no damage.  $60.00
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61 Large spink silver Memorial Medal 1965

. . This has to be one of the top 5 medal designs. The
obverse features a Frank Kovacs portrait of Churchill
derived from Karsh with books and paintbrushes behind.
The reverse is based on the famous David Low cartoon
"very well, ALONE". The medal is hallmarked sterling
silver, 56 mm diameter, weighing 81 grams. Some tarnish
to the silver. It comes in original fitted box and tiny 6 page
leaflet.  $75.00

  

62 Small wedgwood blue jasper dish

. . This blue jasper dish features a white relief portrait of
Churchill. 4.5 inch diameter.  Comes in original
Wedgwood box and includes leaflet. There are some tape
marks on the box.  $25.00

  

63 Coalport Centenary Goblet

. . This limited edition bone china ceramic lavishly
decorated with heraldic designs, planes, etc. in olive, violet,
and gold. 4 inches dia, 5 inch tall. This is no. 881 of 1000.
See Hall no. 46 on p. 152  $175.00

  

64 Churchill centenary plate by Paragon

. . This is one of the prettiest of Churchill Plates. Produced
by Paragon  China Ltd. in 1974, in a limited numbered
edition of 1000 pieces.  10 inch diameter, gold edged,
Churchill arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar casket.
See Carmichael #56, Hall p. 153. Unboxed, so lower than
normal price.   $75.00

  

65 1908 colour postcard of Churchill

. . This vintage card features a portrait in colour of Mr.
Churchill, Under sec'y for the Colonies. Photo by Haines,
published by Valentine. Postally used with clear 1908
cancel. The real thing, 98 years old.   $65.00

  

66 Wartime colour portrait of Churchill for
charity

. . This colour print of Churchill was sold by The
Overseas League Tobacco Fund to raise money to provide
cigs to the fighting services. Painted by John Berrie, Image
8 x 9 inches, I have two of these, one loose but paper
wrinkly, the other mounted.  $40.00

  

67 Churchill 80th Birthday bronze medal
1954

. . This medal was produced by the Birmingham Mint for
the Conservative Association. It is 37 mm in diameter, see
Engstrom 17. This one has wear visible.   $36.00

  

68 Silver medal of Churchill from 1965

. . This medal was designed by Josef Hotter and produced
by Federal Brand Enterprises. There were only 1000
medals minted in silver. It is 27 mm dia., made of .900
silver, hallmarked, see Engstrom 49. In fine condition
with a light patina on both sides.   $75.00

  

69 Churchill The Unruly Giant, Easton
Press leather edition

Rose, Norman. Norwalk, Easton Press, 1998. Deluxe
edition of this superb biography. Prices on Easton Press
books are rising relentlessly. get this one now. Fine unused
copy. $100.00

  

70 Nazi anti-Churchill propaganda figure

. . This crude ceramic figuring shows Churchill in a
lavatorial pose with grimace on face. It is hollow and has a
coin slot, presumably for the good little Hitler Youth to
save for the glory of the Reich. Just over 9 ins high.
Scarce.  $100.00
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71 WW1 era postcard- Churchill and
battleship

. . Here is a nice vintage card in colour. This is no. 13 in
the All British "Classic series" published by W.N. Sharpe
Ltd. Front is clean, rear has foxing.   $55.00

  

72 Order of Service for Churchill Funeral

. . The Order of Service for the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill. In
paper covers, with purple border,  20 pp, 5 x 7.5 ins,
contains details of the service at St. Paul’s. Given to all
those invited to the funeral. A key item of funeral
ephemera. Fine bright copy.   $75.00

  

73 Ceremonial to be Observed at Churchill
Funeral

. . Ceremonial to be Observed at the Funeral of The Right
Honourable Sir Winston. In paper covers, with purple
border. 12 pp, 7 x 10.5 ins, contains details of the order of
march and the schedule for the day. Always in demand.
Fine.   $75.00

  

74 Large colourful Dutch patriotic tin 1945

. . This is a really colourful item. It is decorated with flags
of the Allied nations with a group of portraits of the big 4
including Churchill. No maker noted but Dutch flag and
arms prominent on lid and the language used is Dutch. 6
in diameter x 9.5 inches high. It has some wear and a faint
dent book looks great from a few feet away.  $140.00

  

75 A History of the English-Speaking
Peoples, 12 volume set School edition

Churchill, Winston S.. Cassell, London, 1965. This set
of 12 small clothbound volumes (5 x 8 inches) is abridged
for young people and includes numerous photos. This
School edition is similar to the Blenheim edition, except
that it has no dustwrappers and the illustrations from the
dj’s are printed on paper covered boards. Tight unworn, no
names or inscriptions. Slight toning to the white areas on
the spines.  $75.00

  

76 10 Downing Street bookend

. . This hand crafted piece is a replica of the entrance to 10
Downing St. It includes elaborate railings and boot
scrapers. It is 8 inches high and weighs about 4 pounds.
These are handmade in England.  $120.00

  

77 The Unknown War (The Eastern Front
1914-1917)

Churchill, Winston S.. Macmillan, London, 1941.
Macmillan bought the rights to several Churchill titles
when Thornton Butterworth folded in 1940, and this
included 600 sets of sheets for this title, which Macmillan
published in 1941 with a new cancel title page. The
contents are identical to the first edition including the
folding coloured map at the rear. Bound in the same
smooth navy cloth as the first, gilt titling on spine. With
only 600 copies issued, this edition is far scarcer than first
editions.  I normally would use this to make a set, but will
offer to collectors seeking this scarce edition. Fine bright
copy. $400.00

  

78 Churchill & Monty on 1945 Dutch
caricature postcard

. . This card in colours shows the 2 leaders at the Rhine
Front on 4 March 45 with WSC drawing a Hitler face on
an artillery shell about to be sent across. Monty has a map
of the Rhine under his arm. Card clean, unused.  $48.00

  

79 Large high relief bronze medal 1965

. . This large 70 mm medal was designed by Ralph J.
Menconi and emitted by Presidential Art Medals. The
portrait on the obverse is about 5 mm thick. See Engstrom
31.   $40.00

  

80 The Spirit of Britain wartime postcard

. . This colourful wartime card features Churchill’s “never
Surrender” speech with arms of the principal Dominions
and Colonies. This is an original, not the repros being
sold on ebay. Message in pencil dated 1942 on back, but
not posted.  $35.00
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81 Wartime promotional postcard of
Churchill at the Admiralty

. . The card shows WSC on the steps of the Admiralty.
On the back is a printed message: "I am proud to tell you
that Mr. Winston Churchill's brilliant articles, written
before the war, will be published every week in the Sunday
Dispatch for the next few months. I suggest you should
read read them. -The Editor Sunday Dispatch." posted on
23 Feb 1940.  $25.00

  

82 Large Group photo Press Club luncheon
1925

. . A large group photo taken at a Press Club luncheon 22
January 1925. Standing behind the head table are Sir
Gerald du Maurier, the Earl of Birkenhead, Stanley
Baldwin, Edgar Wallace, M. de Fleurian, Churchill, Sir
Emsley Carr. Photo approx. 8.5 x 12.5 ins, annotated in
black lettering on mount 13 x 16 ins. From the archives of
the Press Club.  $200.00

  

83 Large 1908 picture of Churchill rung
down by a Suffragette

. . This picture appeared in the May 9, 1908 Illustrated
London News. Churchill was forced to end his campaign
speech due to the loud bell-ringing by Miss Molony.
Image size 13 x 8 inches, in a 17 x 14 inch mount, ready
for framing.  $25.00

  

84 We Will Finish the Job postcard

. . This wartime card features the well know portrait of
Churchill at his desk by Cecil Beaton. It quotes from
Churchill's reply to FDR:  GIVE US THE
TOOLS...Produced by Rapahael Tuck & Sons, clean
unused vintage card.  $25.00

  

85 Vintage wartime postcard

. . This familiar view of Churchill with bowtie is printed
in sepia tone with matt finish. No indication of maker. card
is clean and has not been used.  $20.00

  

86 Studio portarit signed by Vivienne

. . Of all the photos of Churchill, this famous portrait by
Vivienne of London was probably his best liked, as this is
the one he most often gave to friends. Photo is 6 x 8
inches, on a 8 x 10 mount signed on the mount "Vivienne
London." Highly grained silver print photo in excellent
condition, mount has a few brown spots.  $450.00

  

87  Churchill's Election Address for 1959

Churchill, Winston S.. Woodford Conservative Assn.,
1959. This 4 page leaflet prints Churchill’s address to the
electors in his local constituency of Woodford, urging
them to re-elect him and support the Macmillan
Government. 7 x 9 inches, Churchill portrait on front.
Woods A140, Cohen A270.  Has faint creases from being
folded. $75.00

  

88 Original 1925 pen & ink Cartoon of
Churchill

. . Original pen-and-ink cartoon of Winston Churchill as
Trojan-horse by R.L.Willcocks circa 1925, and signed by
Cartoonist. caption ' Troy-Troy-Troy Again [ try,try,try
again ]',depicts cigar-smoking Churchill with Tory party
members ' coming abroad ' Trojan-horse. Label attached to
Churchill's characteristic spotted bow-tie reads ' National
C.O.D.' This property refers to the budget Churchill, as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, introduced in 1925. The
Trojan-horse reference is to Churchill having been
re-elected to Parliament for Epping in 1924 as a '
Constitutionalist' supporter of the Conservatives. image
about 9 x 7 ins.   $400.00

  

89 Ike & WSC signatures on 1946 visit to
Richmind, VA

. . Churchill visited Richmond, the Capitol of Virginia on
9th March, 1946. A motorcade took him from the station
to the capitol. Here is the internal list of the motorcade
with Eisenhower, Churchill, and the Governor in Car #1.
The two page typescript list is signed at the bottom by
Churchill and Ike. Also included, 3 newspaper photos and
a ribbon for the reception committee from 1946. Real ink
signatures of these two great heroes.   $2500.00

  

90 Studio portarit of Churchill signed on the
mount

na. London, Vivienne Studios, 1940's.  This is the well
known studio portrait by Vivienne of London, showing
Churchill seated in a chair with a white oval behind him.
This was likely Churchill's favourite as he seems to have
used this for years as a gift to colleagues and servants. The
photo is 4 x 5.2 inches, on a 6.5 x 8.7 inch card mount
with the studio stamp on the back. Signed in black ink on
the mount beneath the photo Winston S. Churchill.
$4800.00
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91 Wartime pamphlet by Dorothy
Thompson

. . Dorothy Thompson should be known to Churchill
collectors from the foreword she wrote for A Roving
Commission in 1939-41. This well know writer and
speaker broadcasts to Canada about Hitler's speech accusing
Churchill of preventing peace. 6 pages, 5 x 8 ins, VG
cond.  $25.00

  

92  Inscribed copy of Aegean Adventures
1940-1943

Parish, Michael Woodbine. Sussex, Book Guid, 1993.
Subtitled “and the end of Churchill’s Dream.”  The author
was an army major in Crete in 1943, so speaks with first
hand authority. He postulates that Churchill’s plan was
sound, but sabotaged by the Americans. 400 pages, index,
photos. See review in FH 82.  Inscribed to Admiral Sir
Michael Pollock, the First Sea Lord, on the half title. Fine
copy in unclipped dustwrapper. $48.00

  

93 Bob Hastings' inscribed  Medallic
Portraits

Engstrom, J. Eric. Spink & Son, London, 1972. The
Standard reference on Churchill coins and medals. Detailed
descriptions including weights, quantities, and photos of
each medal.  This copy inscribed by the author to Robert
Hastings, one of the all-time great Churchill collectors.
Includes exchange of letters and a TLS from Engstrom.
$50.00

  

94 Winston Churchill on America and
Britain, signed copy

Halle, Kay . Walker, New York, 1970. An interesting
compilation of Churchill’s letters, articles, speeches, and
writings to and about America and Americans. 308 pages,
index.  Signed by the author on the half title page. Clean
tight copy in clipped dustwrapper with some wear at spine
ends. $55.00

  

95 Inscribed copy of  Churchill Speaker of
the Century

Humes, James C.. Stein and Day, New York, 1980. A
good readable biography by this former presidential
speech-writer. Appendices a real treat- one full of
anecdotes, another lists many Churchill predictions and
prophecies. 333 pages. Inscribed by Humes on endpaper to
Lillian Morrow, dated 1980. Book is VG+, dustwrapper
faded on red letters. $45.00

  

96 The War and Colonel Warden, inscribed
copy

Pawle, Gerald. Harrap, London, 1963. Based on the
recollections of Cmdr C.R. (Tommy) Thompson, who was
the Personal Assistant to Churchill during the war years.
The author also interviewed more than 60 others who had
close contact with the PM. The result is an intimate story
of Churchill during the war, without being a history.
Highly recommended and always in demand. 427 pages,
index, lots of unusual photos. Note: “Colonel Warden” was
a code name used for Churchill when he was traveling
during the war. Long personal inscription from the author
on free endpaper. VG in dw. $40.00

  

97 Churchill by His Contemporaries
inscribed by Mrs. Eade

Eade, Charles. (editor). London, Hutchinson, 1953, 1st
edition. . A very useful collection of essays, belongs in
every Churchill library. Forty essays on Churchill by both
friends and foes. First editions are large impressive books,
6 x 9 inches, 528 pages, index, illustrations.  This copy
inscribed on the endpaper by Vera Eade and dated 1973.
Book is a fine crisp copy with deep blue top edges and a
bright unworn pink spine on its dustwrapper. $48.00

  

98 Winston Churchill signed twice by Blake

Blake, Robert. Stroud, Sutton, 1998. The well known
historian pens a brief paperback bio, but far from 100%
accurate. Gift inscription from the author on first page,
plus also signed again on title page.  Clean, spine never
cracked. $30.00

  

99 Holograph letetr of thanks from Churchill

. . This undated letter (c. 1954) sends thanks for birthday
wishes. These letters appear to be authentic autograph
letters. In reality, they are printed and sent out by
Churchill's staff. Regularly sold for many hundreds on
ebay as the real thing, Honestly described here and sold at
modest cost.  $50.00

  

100 Chicago Tribune article by Churchill 1939

. . Churchill retells the famed Count of Monte Cristo as a
short Story. First published in News of the World, this
Chicago appearance not noted by Cohen.
 This 4 page section disbound from newspaper archive.
scarce $50.00
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